**Voice notification information:**
On 22 August 2016 you will begin receiving information or recommendations about how much float and cash to carry. Dial 107 for more information.

**Information Message:**
On a typical Tuesday, you serve 143000TSH cash in and 108000TSH cash out. On a high Tuesday you serve 253000TSH cash in and 219500TSH cash out.

On a typical day, you serve 143000TSH cash in and 108000TSH cash out. On a high day you serve 253000TSH cash in and 219500TSH cash out.

**Recommendation Message:**
Tomorrow (Tue) we recommend you have 225000TSH float/180000TSH cash for your MOBILEMONEYOPERATOR customers.

**Information and Recommendation:**
On a typical Tuesday, you have 143000TSH cash in and 108000TSH cash out. On a high Tuesday you have 253000TSH cash in and 219500TSH cash out. Tomorrow (Tue) we recommend you have 225000TSH float/180000TSH cash for your MOBILEMONEYOPERATOR customers.

On a typical day, you serve 143000TSH cash in and 108000TSH cash out. On a high day you serve 253000TSH cash in and 219500TSH cash out. Tomorrow (Tue) we recommend you have 225000TSH float/180000TSH cash for your MOBILEMONEYOPERATOR customers.